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 I was kind of amazed to see a new App for Windows 10 called ‘Destroy Windows 10 Spying’ that can: Remove apps without
knowing their exact names, even those installed via Windows Store! Delete files without knowing their names! Block

unsolicited data being sent! And more! A well-done App! Also, it’s a portable App, which is cool because you can install it on
any Windows device, and then use it from anywhere. What it does Destroy Windows 10 Spying is a portable app that can

remove apps, block unsolicited data being sent, and remove data without knowing its names. Uninstall apps without knowing
their exact names, even those installed via Windows Store! When you install this App, the first thing it will do is install a

“temporary” driver. This driver has a Registry key which is used to identify the apps that are installed and used in the device.
But don’t worry, this driver is temporary and will be removed with the next reboot. When this driver is installed, it will add a

registry entry that will be used to block unsolicited data being sent to the device. This is done in a fairly neat manner, with only
one entry, and an entry for each category of data. Blocks unsolicited data being sent When a device is connected to a network, it
can be identified by its IP address. However, there are some Apps that send unsolicited data every time the device is connected

to a network. Also, the IP address may change when the device is used with a different router/firewall, or a different network. A
good example is Facebook. The Facebook App doesn’t need a constant connection to the Internet. The App only sends small
messages to an App on the device, when the connection to the Internet is needed. The App also has the ability to detect if the

connection is lost, and stop sending messages. But when the App is closed, and the connection is re-established, the App
automatically starts sending messages again. This is an issue when the App is being used with a mobile device, where the

connection to the Internet can be lost for a long time. This happens when you’re traveling, and/or when you’re out of cellular
coverage. Destroy Windows 10 Spying allows you to block this unwanted data from being sent 82157476af
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